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FORSALE

WATERBEO: HEATER .. LiNER., headboard with
,shelves-.. Frame is large and sturdy on five legs~ 2$535t11eavernessage:. Best:.offer~
03'/02
l976 fiAT fJ.l ~ S:-speed, low mileage.. excellent
condition. many extra.<>.. c:an. Barry817-188t~ 03/09
COLOR TV FOR LOBO games:. 1s:··· .. Used_ $130.
call'242.-3885.
03102
EDITORIAL SERVICE ANO. writing_ as.sistam:e.
PIMENTAL GRAND CONCERT~ Made: 191lt
265-t 1'64~
03/06:. excellent condition. $600. Call266-!Jl42-..
03-/13
GULTAR LESSON$ OFFERED: by guitar· lllajor~
BrCYCLES~ NEW SHiPMENT of 150: Bertin_
CONTACTS'?11 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS~
Designed~ to,. ~our interest. s~M Ojeda. 2.17-2324,, 243'bicyc:I'C$"~ Pre-season sale prices-, $'189 and up-. R.C'.
Casey OpticafCompany,..2S5·8.736'
trrr
(13'43.
03'108' . H'aU'ett"s:,. &4l-937W.
tfn
6 ONE-ACf PLAYS. are- feadylng themscrves: fmr
EXPERIENCEOTYPl$[,82~-7.905..
03/0I
FOR. SALE;: 4 ft .. [ong; boa constrictor~ very tame~
your emotions: to re~st 1,1pon.. Come: and- immerse
VOLVO REPAJ.R~ REASONABLE~ Guaranteed:~
tank and suppl'y, of miceT $.12.00. Year otd, Caimarr
yourSelf in. the: comedy and. tragedy or being, human-A['io· AKC registere&ffmale-co!He: pupr $75.00, Milt~,.
allfgat.or-$70,00 B'oth ro~$1;3tl.00~869-6503~
03/0t
see ~·Acts: oC Passion'' Mai. 5'·&- in: UNM''s"2~7~908!.
03/02.
Experimental Theater.
03/01
PROFESS'fONrAI... TYPIST~ rBM S'erec:ttic·~
ACCURATE INfORMATION ABO\JT co~
Rea.mnablerates-~ Guaranteed accuracyM 298'-1t41"
naceptfon~ sterilization .. abortion. Right to Choose",.
p-ART-TIME JOB:- Sales~ flexible tJours. good pay.
03/02.
294-0171.
04128
Possible full.-ti'me fQr.summer. Call~ Phil Franczyk,,
C.L.U ••. 883-5360.
03/14
ALBUQUERQUE JGURNA_L. lOc~ American· NEED HE.~? WLTH PAPERS! Typing~ editin~..
revisi:on. researctJ:..281·3001.
03/03'
dgareltes 48co. imported cigarettes- from 20 nationsOVERSEAS· JOBS--Summer/year·round. Europe 0 S.:.
DRESSMAKING.. ALTERATIONS. MEN'S
custom. blended pipe tobacco's-cigars and' Honey rose:
America. Australia~ Asia. etc-. All fidds, $SOO-Sl200
herbal cigarettes·_ Waitt There~s: moi~Pipe &
clothes·. ReasonabfC'_26Z.OH68'.
03/03
monttlly·~ expenses: paid. sighl: seeing.. Free inTobacco Rd- has jewelry boxes--rainbows~
formation. Write: BHP Co-., BO:< 4490. Dept. ~B.
MATH. 102~ COMPUTER Sci'ence ESO. Will tutor~
paraphemalia--celestial seasonings reas· an'd lay-away.' 277-5793..
Berkell!y, Ca. 94704~
03/10
01L02
plan~ Pipe·& Tobacco Road~ I07B.. Cornell SE, 1/'i
WORK IN JAPANl Teach En8lish c.onversation.No
23RD- STREET RUNS Into- Heaven Book:s+ Book~
blook UNM. M-F8:l0.6, Sar-10-5.
03i0l
experience.. dl:gr1:1:,. or Japanes€!' required·. Send long.
fi'nder. Fine edi£ion for the collCctor~ ot.. the: arcane·
DELIVER LUNCH. Cararro's Plzza wilt deliver· hard-to-find. Henry Miller~ Kenneth, Patchen., Wm.
stamped,_ seif~addressed envelope for details·. Japansandwiches~ piZW:,, salads- ro your· desk at lunch time.
158',._4fl' W ~-Center,. Centralia~W:L: 98531.
03/01
Burroughs,, Kerouae-. De. Lades," nLes: LiaisonsCall 268-230003/09 Dangereuses.,~" Bl3ct. Sun~ 175. 84:!'~96. after [2..
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
·
Ol/07
DORMS! IF YOU~RE HUNGRY at night give· Mon-Sat.
Afternoons: and'. evenings. Must be able to work
Cararro's- Pizza a_ call fordeliveryofits·famous:pizza.,.
Friday· and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs~ old.
~ sandwiches:. and salads, 268-2300.
03/09
Apply in person,. no phone: calls·, please~ Save-Way
Liquor Stores· at 5704 Lomas-NE,.5516 MenaulNE
"MOUNTAIN. PART 2", "CLOSE EN0!/10
COUNTERS': • .. SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER."'• ONE BLOCK UNM,. deluxe one bed-room furnished'
"COMA"- di!lcount movie tickets available soon. apartment. Twin or: double- beds,. $:t85. Var.~ity
KRKE NEWS IS looking forade:ik assistant .. 5-9 am,.
0311~
Watch for details~
03/03 HOuse, r4r. Columbia SE'..
Mond'ay through,Frid'ay. Ifyou're-cre-ative-andinto-a
bit or gonzo, contact' Peter Wellish at 765-5600
Rrrrring! "LOBO •• No, Woodward- and Bernstein FEMALE ROOMMATE SHARE 2/bdnn apt. 842·
03/01
immediately .. EDE03/01
aren't in,_ can l tak.e a message1" Call the LOBO 0046newstip-hotline, 277-5656.
03/03 4- ROOM APT,, air conditioned., $90/montlt. 24303/01
MEETING THURSDAY MARCH 2,1978, 7:00pm,. 18 to.
of the UNM. SMS ofNMHEA. All Home Ec. majors· EFFICIENCY S.!25.00. ONE block from UNM,
_and minors welcome. Simpson Room •. HEC'Bidg.
utiliti'es .. furnished~ 255-f676.
03'/01
03/02.
FEMAi..13. WANTED TO SHARE J-bd-r!U house..
BUBBLE PRACfiCE TANKS~ underwater hockey· Around MarctJ: tsr., Non-smoked 268'-0181 arter 5
tonight .. 7:JO Johnson Gym poo!~ Bring a rri~ndt
pm~
03/03
03/01
WALK TO UNM~ Crean 1-bdrm, large: yard. $120.
GUITAR LESSONS~ Introductory lesson free. Folk, utilitieS' paid. Call262.-L 75-L,. Valrey Rentals,. $30 fe:e.
classical or rock. Experienced teilchc:r~ Private
03/0l
lessons. Call Marc at L & M Music: Studio~ 247~8 1~8~
LARGE 3-BDRM HOUSE. Kids~ pets· wetcome_
tfn
S210 .. no lease-~ Call262~1'15T,. Valtey Rentals,,$30 fi:e.
03/00
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LINDA. l' loVe you. Chuck~
03107
GARAGE PLUS COZY 2-bdrm,. securely· fenced,.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! PRECIOUS. Pisces, Potter, yard,. kido;, pets~ ~100 includes utiUtie.<>. Call 262~17 51.,
We could tell you about
Pcddin' Pic.. l. love yout Pie II.
OJ/01 ,Valle:yRcntalst_SJO fee'.
03)03
the great places we work,
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonite. Evc:ryWednesdayis· ROOMMATE WANTED,. FEMALE preferred,. 3thee specialists we work
~pedal drink nite.
03/01-' hdrm· apt.. in. NI;. $100 including utilities plus one·
third deposit~ Swimming· pool,. etc. Call 883-8927 ~
With and all the other
03/13
benefits ol Anny Nursing.

PERSONALS

1.

6.

4.

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

n

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND:: CHEMISTRY NOTES. class 436. Pick: up at
Pipe& Tobacco Road,. 101B Cornell SE..
03/01
FIND YOURSELF in the:. Peace: Corps-. Ortega 233 ..
277-5907.
"'
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese- Netsuke
dOlt on black cord. Lost 2116178. Call Francine:. 277·
2631 orin Santa Fe:,. 983·7737.
03/03
LOST SATURDAY NlTE at Cale Concert at Golden·
Inn, brownish rust dac:Mhund cross. CALL.2f%.2S43·.
Reward~ Answers to Shacker.
03/07
FOUND NEAR TACO Villa, Labrador puppy-,
female. 883·1465-after·S:OO pm.
OJ/07

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now~
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
EX~ERTTYPING. 266-4567.
03131
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial s.ystem. TcctJnicat. general~ legal, medical,
scholastic. CtJarts& tables-. 345-21lS.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPINd SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now J-minute pas:;port Photos. ND" appointment.
268-8515.
tfn

·e;feglasses or Contact Lenses
One day service. quality and
style at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
' \ • tf ri<Jor lo ( ll-•(11

fkur/11 )nJ~'

· Lomas at Washington
. 255-632m'l

1-BDRM STUDIO~ FURNISHED~ utilities. paidt

laundry, $1'45. 200 Jefferson NE .. lZIS Copper NE,
2664137,842·6170,299-3048.
03/0l
3-BDRM HOUSE~ walt-to-wall carpet,. immaculate
condition. close- to UNM, sto-ve &:. refrigerator,
$320.00. Calr268-I637.
03/01
WHAT IS A COLLEGE LNN'! Good food. Car·
peted, air conditioning. Apartment slyle· living. 300
Ash NE, 243·2881.
03/0t

t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
~

INKOS ~
ODAK I

I
I1 FILm SALE I~
I 10% Discount ~
!
UNm ~
~ 2312 Centrnl S.E. I
Across From

~

Nextto Do.lty Queen ~

!... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...,.......t

But we're looking for
nurses who care more
about patients.

PART. TIME OPENING. ~75 • week. Call-294-2064
2-4pmonly~
•
03/01
COUPLES SUMMER WORK, Oallup KOA
Kampground. H:ousing,plus.sal'ary. 8'63-5021- 03'/1'4

7.

Here's- the car you've probably· been wan ..
tlng, and now you can buy one ln. excellent

.1976
FIATX.19
car
ator

condition.

TRAVEL

CULTURAL AND STUDY'~TOur of Spain,. alt impottant points·t St400. Air' trip A lb-./Madrid.. room20 days; two meals/day. Guide. tours, bus~ Contac-t
Dr. Enciniasy U~ of Albuq., 83-l-11 n;Exr.2St.~ 03/Q$

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

<'CHEAP .WAT~RBEDS~ WATER tripS' $89.95· buys
you
dark walnut. stained., rrame.. 2) safety liner~ 3)
foam comfort pad,. 4) any size mattress with 3~year

A beautiful
with
$300' worth or ox.
u... Low mHea1 excellent Urec. AMIFM
radio. tape pfayer, chrome luggaga rack~
crvolnll beauty rtms. Orange with. black_ trim
and opeclal -or atr1p-.' Prlc«< for quick
oalt-

n

Senior Co-Captain Michael
Cooper was voted to the U.S.
Sportswriters Association First
Team All America. See page 11
for details.

.'

SP.ElCIAI.,

COLLECTIONS

only $4095
PHONE247·2404

guarantee; $89.95~ 3'40.7 c·Cntral NE, 25~22&9~ 04104

Funds

TDDAY'S CRDSSWDR.D PUZZLE
ACRPSS
1 Silica
5 Express
gratitude to
10 Piece
t4.Toward
shelter
15Woody
Asian plant
16Cullure
medium
1. 7 Artificial
shoe
material
19 Bonito's
relative
20Askearnestly
21 Sculptor
Jacob
-------

23 Moved in a
curve
25 Utah. native
26 ------post
2g Gave an ac"
count
34 Descended
35 Lengthy, in
time
37 Old
38 Mineral
spring
39 Afr. flies
41 Ten
decibels
42 Choir member
44 Flvwei pait

50 Turmoil
51 Reverie
53 Islam
adherents:
Var.
57 Shopping
areas
61 Egg-shaped
62 Poor carriage: 2:
. words
64 Stiff hair
65Have-aboutone
66lamb
pseudonym
67 Solid precip.
68 Takes· care
of
69Ciosing
noise
DOWN
1 Price war

result
2 Danish
measure
3 Adroit ,
4 Take away
5 Medicinal
compounds
6 B·ret ----:
U.S. author
7 Pierre's
friend
8 Baseball
team
9 ------with

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ness

1 2 Raja's wife

13 Passage:
Abbr.
1 8 In this place
22 Greek walks
24 Confounded
26 Artificial
gems
27 Prefix: for
horn or
stock
28 Pleasantly
gay
30 Otherwise
31 Shin
32 The chosen
33 Takes out
36 Sleep
39 Exchange

45Staple food
the Joneses
40 Rulers
46 Intermission: 10 Representative 43 Unwritten
sample
jurispru2 words
48 Cloth folds
11 Malarial illdence:· 2

words
45 Marries
again
47 Fight
49 Shellac ingredients
52 Speedy
53 Pi'aywright
----Hart
54 Stove chamber
55 Eisaku ----:
Japanese
premier
56 Mentally
healthy
58 Deaden
59 Assam sHitworm
60 Surface
fissure
63 Man's
nickname

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

discrepancies in the International Center's
Budget.

The ASUNM Senate appropriated every
penny of its $1,173.79 Wednesday, with
more than three-quarters of it going for the
spring UNM Fiesta.
Last week the Senate was left with a
balance of $6.23, but Wednesday the body
·approved the withdraw! of $1167.56 in interest from their reserve account at
Coronada Savings. The interest has been
accumulating since 1976, Gonzales said.
hems appropriated where $801.99 for the
UNM Semana de Fiesta, $I93 for the purchase of two savings bonds for the surviving
daughter of Elva Benson and I78.80 to cover

Elva Benson, an ASUNJ",1 Senator, was
killed Saturday in an automobile accident.
The discrepancies in the International
Center's budget involve salary raises not
given to the director, but required I;JY federal
Ia w, it was announced at the· Finance
Committee meeting Wednesday.
In other action at the meeting, Rick Anaya
announced that he, as chairman of the
finance committee, would "freeze" the
funds of the Office of Research and Consumer Affairs (ORCA) if the organization
failed io hold regular office hours and show
some productivity.

Nuclear Power Forum
Sparks Hot Comments
By DORIS MARTINEZ
LOBO Staff Writer
"We're all going to glow in the
dark!"
"The end is ncar!"
"Send those Westinghouse
communists back to where they
came from!"
These are only three of the
several comments shouted by angry
listeners at two men from
Westinghouse who spoke in favor
of nuclear power Monday night in
the New Mexico Union Ballroom.
A debate about nuclear power as
a viable alternative as an energy
source turned into an arena of
anger and finger pointing.
· Nuclear power itself, was not the
target of debate. Why two men
were speaking al UNM in favor of
nuclear power and what they
represented .was what gave rise to
the heated arguments.
Representing the oppostion
against nuclear power was Peter

Whatever the reasons
behind our special style
ol nursing, we see it work
small wonders every day,
and we're extremely proud
ol it.
If you will graduate soon
with a minimum ol a BSN,
you can share in that
special feeling ol pride
and accomplishment with
us.
Your local Army Nurse
Corps Representative wi II
be happy to tell you more.

Call Collect
Staff Sargeant
Luis Olvera

Montague, a UNM professor who
teaches s:nviornmental studies. Also
speaking against nuclear power was
Dr. Bob Wall, a retired nuclear
physicist from Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories.
Holding views in favor for
nuclear power was nuclear power
engineer Bruce Wood and Craig
Fredrickson.
Montague during the debate said,
"Westinghouse manufactures
nuclear reactors. They have teams
of engineers that go around the
country trying to sell nuclear
power. It is by no accident that
these two men are here tonight."
When Wood and Fredrickson
were confronted with this statement
by the LOBO they said they worked
for Westinghouse but did not
nccssarily represent all their views .•
Wood said, "When we select an
energy source we have lo look at the
economy of the source, the safety
of it must be reliable and we must
consider its environmental im-

(505) 766·3604

(cont. on page 6)

-- -- - - -

By JANE QUESNEL
LOBO Stpff Writer
A political rally, from noon to 4 p.m. today on the mall, will open the
New Mexico Women's Forum. Hosted by ASUNM president ProTempore Ann Dunphy and LOBO Managing Editor Rebekah Szymanski,
the rally will feature discussions by representatives of the Democratic
Republican, Socialist Workers and La Raza Unida parties on th~
resolutions passed at the National Womens Conference in Houston.
Each speaker will be allotted a four-minute period to discuss specific
resolutions, followed by a six-minute question and answer period.
Sche~uled speakers will include Republican lieutenapl gubernatorial
caw.hualt: William Vaieniine un child abuse, Democratic lieutenant
gubernatorial candidate Tom Rutherford on battered women and U.S.
Representative Robe11 P. Hawk on health.
After opening statements, Millie Arviso will deliver a short memorial
tribute to the late Senator Elva Rose Benson.
The rally will be followed by a two-day forum sponsored by the
Women's Studies Program at UNM.
Joyce Trebilcot and P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia attended the conference in
Houston.
"We came out of Houston incredibly inspired and excited by the unity
and the spirit women experienced there," said Trebilcot.
Duffey-Ingrassia prefers to call the forum "a mini-Houston. We want to
share with the women of New Mexico some of the spirit and substance that
went on in Houston."
·
Workshops, free and open to all, will be held in the Student Union
Building from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday, March 3, and Saturday, March4.
Topics covered will include the Coors Boycott, Women in the Media,
Battered Women, Rape, the ERA, Lesbian Rights, Minority Women and
Affirmative Action, Woman and Bakke.
The Forum is completely self-supporting due to grants by the Greater
UNM Fund, ASUNM, GSA, and the Women"s Center. A documented
account of all expenditures will be available lo the public at the conclusion
of the forum.
A complete schedule of events may be obtained from the Women's
Center.

Candidates
Kick Off
Women's
Forum

By JOHN CHADWICK
LOBO Staff Writer
For the agricullural student with no place to do his thing or simply
an apartment dweller who is feeling the pinch of high food prices, the
Albuquerque Parks and Recreation Department has the answer.
Community gardening is a project allowing those who want to raise
their own vegetables but who have no place to do it, said Janet Sayers,
educational coordinator for the department.
Sayers said the cost of a 15 by 80 foot pioUs $30 for the growing
season, which is until about the middle of October.
She said the fee covers the cost of irrigating the land once a week.
This is the second year community gardening is being offered Sayers
said.
Last year 90 plots were offered compared to 200 plots which are
being offerred this year, she said.
The land available for the project is owned by Menaul High School
and is leased to the city. It is located next to the high school.
Mike Leake, manager of Green Acres Nursery, said 12 tomato
plants for SO cents could produce several bushels of the vegetable.
Leake also said a package of gree bean seeds, ranging from 491o 69
cents could easily produce five pounds of edible food.
For the price of a pound of either tomatoes or green beens one can
buy a package of seeds to grow his own vegetables.
The price for seeds compare to a price of 39 to 69 cents a pound for
tomatos and 69 cents for a pound of green beans.
Registration for community gardening begins March 5 from 10 a.m.
unti14 p.m., Sayers said.
Any lots left to be rented will still be available after March 5 on a
first come, first served basis.
Each person who uses a plot of land will be responsible for the care
I'··) garden after it has been irrigated, Sayers said.·
'She said there will be a full-time staffer lo assisl persons having
l Jblems with their gardens. The staffer, she said, is there just to give
au vice.
1\ny person or group should feel free to come down to the
IC~\istration, lobe held at land parcel and start planting, Sayers said.

New Mexico D·aily Lobo
Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayll

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 1:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by - - - - - - Telephon'"--------

Swa.nson and senator Ann Dunphy, will take
place Wed., Mar. 8 in the returning students
lounge at I :30 p.m.
Anaya also announced to the senate the
finance committe budget hearings, which will
review budget requests form from ASUNM
organization for 1978-1979, will be held from
8 a.m. until II p.m. Mar. 5. The hearings
wi_ll be held in the Child Care Co-op, Anaya
said.
The Senate approved the appointments of
Linda Martinez and Tina Medina to fiesta
committee, Robert Primeaux as chairman of
(he i!ltramural and recreations board, Brian
Louis Matthews to the popular entertainment committee and Ann Lichtenberger to the union board.

City Offers Gardening Program

The Army Nurse Corps. We
need more people like you.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under. the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Tom Williams told the senate that ORCA
had established its hours earlier that day.
"I'm giving them until the end of the
week," Anaya. said. "They haven't done
anything, they haven't done any research or
conducted any polls. All they're doing is
collecting salaries. Tltey have to get their
stuff together," Anaya said.
ORCA will begin a survey of the LOBO
this week, Sen. Mimi Swanson said.
An internal business item which deals with
the assessment of activities fee on part-time
undergraduates was not dealt with but will be
the subject of a public joint hearing of the
finance and steering committees, Anaya said.
The hearing, which will consider the bill
introduced by Ana.ya a.nd co-sponsored by

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 87131

•

This is the site of future fruit and vegetable gardens to be planted by city residents, including some
UNM students. The gardening program is sponsored by the Albuquerque Parks and Recreation
Department•

---------------------~----------------------~---~
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Anti-Abortion ·clause
~ Attached ·to Legislation
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WASHINGTON (UP!) ~ The denying sick pay and other health
::E
House Education an<;! Labor insurance benefits to pregnant
0
.n Committee today attached antiworkers.

,3

abortion language to legislation
Z? what would keep employers from
'tii

0

0

u

·~

::E
!l:
<lJ

z

The true story of a famDy
,
tbat fought the Nazi madness
with the oDiy weapoo they had.

•'

SALISBURY, Rhodesia (UP I)Prime Minister Ian Smith and three
black leaders agreed today that a
full transfer of power to a black
majority government should take
place Dec. 31.
Conference sources said that
although significant progress
toward forming ;J,, ·transitional
government was inade, crucial
details remained to be worked out.
The agreement on a target date
for majority rule came during a
three-hour· session of the threemonth old conference grouping
Smith and Rhodesia-based black
leaders
Abel
Muzorewa,
Ndabaningi Sitl)ole and Chief
Jeremiah O·irau.
The fou also agreed that an
executive c.mncil - the top tier of
transitional administration should have a rotating chairman,
the sources said. Smith had wanted
himself as the Council Chairman
while the black leaders had wanted
an independent.
The black leaders proposed todav

The committee's action set the
stage for another long battle with
the Senate over the abortion· issue.
The Senate previously approved the
Pregnancy Disability Bill without
amendment.

---.

NewMexico
DAILYLOHQ

:;.,,~ b'f Al.LAJ'I SWAMI!. o.-.:llAvmEI'KE HOLBEN
A World Wade Pl(lures rc:lea$C! Ill /'klfocolorilll

UNM

.

No. 106.

Vol. 82

Starring JULIE HARRIS
EILEEN HECKART
ARTHUR O'COI'fi'IELL
Introducing JEAI'fi'IETIE CLIFT

I

381401
The New Aferk:<J l)a.ilr; LCJb.J .... , ,j.,r~··•l
Monday through Friday m-ery regular '' .::..:).
of the University ye~u and weekly during the
summer session by the Sqard of Student
Publications of the Univer!ity of New Mexico,
and is. not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,

New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate Is

Woodward Hall .101
Friday, March 3, 1978
7:30pm
AOMISSION $1.00

$10.00 for the academic year.
The opliilohs expressed on the editori aJ
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of thfl
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that of thP.
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
£rioted Jn The Daily Lobo nec€'..ssaril>~rrts-the views of the University of New
Mexico.

ATIENTION SOPHOMORES!

C;o-vvd Sees
Flogging
Of Rapist

A Navy Or Marine
Corps Commission
in Just Two Years!
t<-"'""'

RA WALPIND!, Pakistan (UP!)
More than 100,000 persons
turned out at a race course Wednesday to Witness the flogging of a
27-year-old mill worker .convicted
of raping a 7-year-old girl last
summer.

Travel, adventure & career opportuni-ties
• Receive $100/month t~x free during Junior and
Senior years
• Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
• Go to Newport, Rhode Island nextsummer for six
weeks training (expenses plus salary paid by the
Na\'y)
For details please stop at the Naval Science Building
on the UNM campus

APPLICATION DEADLINE April7, 1978

720YaleNE

277-3744 or 277-3745

Mohammad Sabir was sentenced
to 10 years in prison and IS lashes
with a cane for the rape of
Mussarat Yasmin, a neighbor girl
whom he lured into his home with a
promise of sweets.
"What is the use of inflicting IS
lashes if he cannot die?" screamed
people in the crowd as Sabir was
beaten by a jail guard with a
wooden cane.
The cane had been soaked in
mustard oil over the past several
days to increase the pain of the
beating as the acid residue seeped
into his ooen wounds.
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TheSOUP'SON

The Deli has four different soups
daily. One is always vegetarian.
W.;; have Gouda Cheese, Crackers and
liard Rolls too.
First Floor.
Ne'V.w Mexico IJu.io:n Food Se•·v-iee
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that there be ·a 3-to-1 black
superiority on the Executive
Council but Smith said he could not
agree to any numerical formula
until accord is reached on the
composition of the second tier of an
interim government- a Ministerial
Council.
Black conference participants
expressed confidence that if the
three black groups accept Smith's
demand for an ·even numb-er of
blacks. and whites on the Ministerial
Council, the Prime Minister will
agree to black predominance on the

Executive Co'uncil.
The black leaders in the evening
discussed with members of their
respective- central committees the
idea of a Ministerial 'touncil with
an equal number of blacks and
whites. Only party leaders and
deputies have. taken part in the past
two negotiating rounds with Smith.
Black politicians said they hoped
they can sell the idea of an equal
Black-white Ministerial Council to
their party members now that
Smith has agreed to Dec. 31 as the
date for black rule.

Jumbo Jet .Disaster
Kills 2, Injures 50
LOS ANGELES (UPJ) - A Continental Airlines jumbo jet bound for
Honolulu blew two tires on takeoff in a heavy rain Wednesday, skidded
off the runway and burst into flames, killing two passengers and inJuring
50 others in a panicked scramble down emergency chutes to escape the
inferno.
"Some people just jumped down into the flames," said Leona Bennet,
54, Anaheim, who received a broken ankle while sliding down a burning
ramp from the DC-10 pa~ked with 184 passengers and a crew of i3. ·
A man and a woman died when they exited a chute on the right side of
the plane and were consumed in flames issuing up from beneath the tail.
Other passengers scrambled down other chutes which were not burned.
There was no fire inside the plane.
Five other passengers received critical or serious burns and 45 others had
minor injuries. They were rushed by ambulance to nine local hospitals.
Federal Aviation Administration officials said flight 603 was on its
takeoff roll from Los Angeles International Airport when two tires on the
right side blew out "under conditions of reduced visibility, with a low
cloud ceiling and a heavy rain falling. ·
The pilot tried to abort the takeoff from runway 6, but the plane's
landing gear collapsed and he swerved hard to.the left to avoid smashing
into a car rental agency, a fence and other buildings at the end of the
runway.
The crippled plane came to a stop on the grass to the left of the runway,
about 40 yards short of the buildings.
Just as quickly, the jet's doors popped open and emergency evacuation
chutes billowed' to the ground. One of the chutes caught fire.
Smoke was streaming out of the left side of the plane and the back end
of the tail area," said Tom Spencer, an employee of the Hertz Rent-A Car
agency. "The engines were just engulfed in flames - the flames were
streaming out of there."
Another witness, Mercia Williams, a dispatcher at National Car Rental
service a short distance away, said he saw people sliding down the burning
chute and into a wall of flames. He said he saw some passengers push those
in front of them down the burning ramp.
"I saw three people that were literally burning," he said.
The National Transportation Safety Board said in Washington it has
sent a five-member team headed by board member James B. King to investigate the accident.
Many of the passengers praised the pilot for swerving to avoid the
buildings and preventing an even more disastrous accident.
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HEADQUARTERS
Make it happen! Get the fever!
Be a lobo booster all the way.
Instant decals and lettering
while you wait!

BERKELEY, Calif. (UP!) Zacheriah B.' Harmony's thing is
wearing a hat everywhere - including classes at the East Bay
Skills Center where they are trying
to teach people how to get jobs.
The teacher thought Harmony's
first lesson should be to take off his
hat in class.
Harmony refused, was ordered
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T-SHIRT WITH
LOBO DECAL

~

out of class, and now is making a
federal case out of it.
"I have a Constitutional right to
my own eccentricity," he said. He
1hinks the school is invading his
"personal and religious rights" by
making him take off his hat.
"The employer is not going to
buy that," said center dir~ctor
William R. Dabney.

NUMERO
UNO

Comfortable, absorbent
cotton I polyester blend in
white with contrast color
trim on crew neck and cuffs:
Men's S to XL. Includes
Lobo decal only.

WilE OiOICE OF
DEC.-'II S A.'!! AL.Ili!-l.!.ef IS
WHILE YOU WAIT

N

597
REG. $7.95 SWEATSHIRT
WITH FREE LOBO DECAL
Fleece-lined crew neck shirt In
pure white or colors.
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l\iva Club will be holding its
general meeting today at 3 p.m. at
the Native American Studies.
Election of council members will
take place.

The Tom I~uthcrford for Lt.
Governor Committee is sponsoring
a voter's registration drive all this
week downstairs in the SUB.

Michelle Stuart, New York
painter and sculptor, will give an
illustrated talk on her work today at
8:15 p.m. in Fine Arts Center,
Room 2018.

James Fasanelli, from lhe
University of Maryland, will give
an illustrated lecture on the late
American abstract painter Morris
Louis today at 4:30 p.m. in Fine
Arts Center, Room 2018.
J.l'. Rigaud, director of
Prehistoric Antiquities of the
Aquitaine, will speak on "The
Stone-Age Prehistory of SouthweMcrn France," today at 8 p.m. in
Biology 100.

ticl$ets - $150 or $100
(groups of ten or more)
at Fine Arts Box Office 277·4402

(downstairs Fine
Arts Complex)

I

COMFORTABLE FOLDfNG
STADIUM SEAT
Tubular frame, 12x12" x 2"

deep foam cushion.
Vinyl cover in choice of

Deadline for I 978-79 teaching
positions in Women Studies has
been extended to March 15. For
applications and information,
contact the Women Studies in 233
Marron Hall or call277-3930.

Due to the LOBO basketball
game, the Hillel meeting for today
has been cancelled until further - Cann~d goods, footwear and
notice.
financial donations in support of
the Native American Coalition
"Long March" will be collected at
A discussion group based on the the ERC tahle on the mall today, at
Urantia Book will meet today at the Larry Casuse-Elva Benson
7:30p.m. in SUB Room 231-A. The Memorial Friday night at the
topic is the Lucifer Rebellion: Its Indian School and Saturday night
cause and effects.
at-Chicano Studies.

(six one act plays)
March 5, 6, 7, & 8
8:00 PM

REG. $7.95 MATCHING PANTS .... 5.95

699

There will be a Chicano policy
board meeting today at 3:30p.m. at
Chicano Studies.

Acts of Passion

'

LOBOMANIA
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Individual Orders Processed

CRYSTAL, Minn. (UPI) -The can of Sterno used Jo keep chafing
dishes hot. She said it made her so
lights in the dining room at the Iron
House Restaurant last August were
violently ill she had to be taken to a
hospital.
fashionably dim and the hors
D'oeuvres table beckoned.
Ms. Cummings, who described
Margaret Cummings said she was
herself as "young, although I have
"going to try a little bit of children," asked for $50,000
everything" - cocktail wieners,
damages in a suit filed this week
cheese and a dip from a "little gold
against the restaurant and owner
can" containing what she thought
Phillip L. Eder.
to be pate or deviled ham.
~
"It's very difficult to confuse
''I guess that was the first thing I
sterno and liver pate. Obviously she
tried because I was curious to know - hasn't eaten much liver pate," said
what it was," she recalled Wed- • Eder, adding that the can of fuel
was covered.
nesday. "It sure didn't taste good."
The "Pate" turned out to be a
Succomb to

.

NUMBER 1 IN $PORTING GOODS

Hatted Student Expelled

Sterno Dip· Poisons
Hors D'oeuvres Lover

l'6eaue

II.

Memorial services for Elva Rose Benson, 23, a UNM student who
died ill: an aut~ accident last week, will be Saturday, March 4, at 1
p.m. , m the Shiprock Chapter House, Shiprock, NM.
Transportation to and from the services is being coordinated
through the UNM Kiva Club and the 'Native American Studies
department. Cars will depart from the Native American studies office,
1812 Las Lomas NE, .at 9 a.m. the dax of the services, Participants
who need transportatiOn or who can volunteer transportation are
asked to make arrangements with the Kiva Club by calling 277-3917.
Donations for the family may also be made through the Kiva Club.
Benson was a political science major at UNM. She was an ASUNM
Senate Representative on the Public Interest Research Group board
and the Senate Finance Committee. She was affiliated with the Kiva
Club and worked as an intern with the Southwest Research and
Information Center under the Navajo Area School Board Association
from Window Rock, AZ.
Benson was active in affairs affecting the Navajo people. She
worked to raise the quality of education for Navajo students. She was
invo_lved in Southwest Indian Development, Inc., which supports the
traJmg 'posts on the Navajo reservation: She also boycotted Indian
ceremonial traditions performed for the general public.
Benson is survived by her two-year-old daughter Looya
Honagh,aanii, for whom a trust fund has been created oy the· UNM
Kiva Club.

Rhodesian Black Rule
SCheduled for Dec. 31

The Beard Amendment stipulates
that the eligibility benefits extended
to pregnant workers not include
abortions. It leaves open the option
of negotiating .for abortion benefits
in collective bargaining, however.

Love.

Benson Memorial
Planned in Shiprock

World News

,,

Applications for residenc~ hall
graduate and undergraduate staff
positions are being accepted.
Deadline is March 3. For more
information, contact the Associate
Dean of Students Office, second
floor La Posada Hall.

UNM's ln!er-varsity Christian
Fellowship meets today at 7:30
p.m. at 4009 Aspen NE. Topic will
be ''Rich Christians in an Age of
HUliger." Bible study today at 3:30
p.m.

There will be a riesta committee
meeting Friday, March 3 at noon in
SUB Room 230. All interested
people arc invited.
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LOBO
STADIUM CUSHIONS
13x13" x 2" foam pad,
red and white vinyl
cover with handle.

adldas

691
REG. ·s11 ~95 ADIDAS "MATCH"
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Blue oenvas uppers with white stripes. All
the comfort features you expect from Adldasl
Multi-dot gum rubber sole. Sizes 1 to 13.

REG. $23.95 ADIOAS "VARSITY"
TRAINING SHOE, men'a, WOirllrt'a,IIIOIIIizel*
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Write for Gas Relief·
Editor:
Your editorial of Feb. 27 ("A long Hand") regarding
the Gas company of New Mexico's intent to ask for a
rate increase summed it up very well. In harsh winters
we pay high prices already, and now we are going to
pay even higher prices for NOT using gas. Kind of
reminds you of the old con game, "Heads I win tails
you loose", doesn't it?
'
'

Editorial

UNM Dry Gulch
We were happy to find the door!! to The Faculty Club•at UNM open
up this year in a nice two-room location at 1805 Roma NE.
The club is a place for faculty members to hobnob, down a brew and
exchange views on University life. Soon, food will be served i(l the club.
THE REASON WE ARE SO OVERJOYED to find the club opening
is now there are no more excuses left when the students ask for a place
to drink liquor on campus.
A bar for UNM students on campus is by no means a new idea. In
fact, the 'dea is almost as oltl as the University itself. But, when in the
course of student events, the campus bar idea was shot down, among
the reasons given were expense, and obtaining a liquor license.
Well now that the faculty has a club liqense that allows it to open up a
club on campus, we think they'd join us in demanding equal rights for
students .. We are endowed with certain inalienable rights and among
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of a bar on campus.
ONE OF THE REASONS GIVEN FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT of
the club was that new UNM faculty members were surprised that we
didn't have a watering hole on campus because they're on other
campuses throughout the country. What's good for the geese is good
for the goslings. We can name several campuses in the West which
have bars on campus for students.
UNM-affiliat{ld persons are fortunate to have such a wide variety of
restaurants on campus to choose from, but alcohol-imbibing establishments are in short supply.
Some fraternities have special permits allowing them to serve liquor
on their property. Now the faculty has this privilege.
BUT THE MASSES, STUDENTS WHO support this University and
make it go, have nowhere to go on campus when they want to drink.
Although it wouldn't be the first time, we believe the ASUNM Senate
should bring this issue to life once again. This time, we should have the
faculty on our side.

Bert's Lance

The Winner Is
By Bert Aim
In watching the LOBO basketball team lose a close game to Utah one
week ago, I came away with the feeling they had not lost.
Puzzled by this, I began to exa'mine my idea of winning and losing.
This seemed only appropriate as our society has a preoccupation with
winning and losing.
I finally reached the conclusion that something else had taken place
on the Utah basketball court besides the win by one team and the loss
by another team. The lobos had lost in a manner which impressed me.
After more reflection I retrieved my impression that the lobos had
displayed much character as a team and as individuals.
This was not a loss but the display of something more permanent and
certainly more valuable.
Years ago I had played three years of varsity tennis for my high
school in Carlsbad. From this experience I came away with the opinion
that winning was not all that important to the individual player. I had
enjoyed playing tennis because it gave me a chance to practice strategy
and perception in a game which was of no consequence to my life.
That proved to be important years on down the road when I needed
the toughness of mind to be poised while I developed perceptions and
strategies to be used in the important aspects of my life.
That's what is important Cjnd not the win or the loss.
Now that I have all that lucid in my mind again, I must say the lobo
basketball team is exciting to watch. Whether they win or lose, I enjoy
watching them weave their way through the hazards of the Western
Athletic Conference.
The most curious aspect of the season is how the fans reacted to the
lobos moving up in the national ratings. Earlier in the year my friends
were calling me the day before a game and asking if I wanted their
tickets. I always accepted and enjoyed the games. Now for some
reason my friends do not call to offer tikets. They call the day after a
lobo basketball game jo tell me about the exciting game in The Pit.

LOBO edhorial phone m-5666
LOBO Editorial Staff
Edilor in chiof; Tim G.i:Uaghar
Managing Editor: Rebahh Szymanski
News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Edi1or: Wendeii'T. Hunt

Sports Editor: Peter M•drld
Arts Editor George ~lntn
Copy Editors: Debbie Levy. A"n• Poofe
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials repreaent a majorltv opinion of the LOBO editorial board,
All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent tha opinion of tho author and do not
neei!fssarily relleC:t lhe viitdW ol tlte editorlal board.
•
LEnERS: Lettora to tha editor must be typed and signed by the author with t:he author's.
signature, address adn telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300
words. Only the name of the author will be printed :~~nd names will not be wlthhetd. AU letters
thnt discuss hisuea will be printed,
OPINIONS: OpinioM must be typed and signed with the author~s name, ~ignature, address
and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer th.an 500 words, Ottly toh name of the
author will be printed.and nama• will hot be withhold,
All submissions bec(jme the propertv of the New Mexico Doilly LOBO and will be edited
IJnly for length or possibly libelous content. lf changes are made, the authfu will be con·
tactad.
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Through the LOBO, and through other media, I ~
urge everyone concerned to write in protest of this ~
price hike request to the Chairman of the Public ~·
Service Commission (who will be holding hearings 0
about this request): Mr. Richard P. Montoya, Bataan ~
Building, Santa Fe, NM 87503.
-<"
S. Karni 0r-<
c:r
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AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Broadway's Smash Hit Coinedy

a me

YDU Rt:ALLY ODN'T MIND OUR

'\JUST ON~! JUST ON£ COMPAAI~N Rti'MRK ON I-ON WbLL YOU JO~ PI'D AT
ENltBBE~AND li-1£ TA~KS ARE Off fORM!<!¥

Letters

I HATe IT.
7H£Ct.45SIC
tf!HAT IS IT? tf/HfTE. 1./NEN

Editor:
The Feb. 28 issue of the LOBO published an editorial demanding that
the striking coal miners ratify the proposed contract. The LOBO states
''a rejection of the proposed contract can be viewed by the American
public as treason."
The LOBO goeJU)fl"to cite several benefits supposedly included in the
contract. How does the LOBO know what's in the contract when even
the miners have not seen the contract? Has the LOBO somehow been
able to secure a copy of the contract and read it? The only information
available to the LOBO or the miners or anyone else so far are excerpts
published in other newspapers. And these excerpts have contradicted
each other, so nobody really knows what the contract says.
It is a truly exceptional newspaper that can tell the miners to ratify a
contract that nobody has read.
It does appear that the proposed contract is based on the Pittsburgh
and Midland contract that was rejected by the miners 360-160. That
contract was rejected because it weakened medical and retirement
benefits for miners and retired workers, and contained provisions to
penalize miners for wildcat strikes.
By what right do the editors of the LOBO tell the miners what is or
isn't good for them. I doubt that \my of the editors have worked in the
mines. I doubt they ever would or will. I doubt that the editors called the
striking miners to ask their opinion.
What would the LOBO say if the miners told the LOBO how to print
the paper and what to publish and then called them traitors if their
advice was not taken?
Mining is one of the most dangerous jobs in the country. It is the
miners, since the 1930s, who have led the way for all working people,
organized and unorganized. Their militant strikes paved the way for
social security and retirement benefits. Miners striking for medical ·
benefits, and winning them, set the standard by which othe; workers
could judge their own medical benefits.
One month before the strike all medical benefits for miners were
ended. If there is any treason, the finger should be pointed at the coal
companies that have jeopardized the entire country, not to mention the
lives of the miners.
If you want to hear the miners' point of view, then come to the SUB
Friday night when truckloads of miners will be coming to Albuquerque
to present their side. Miners from across the state will be here and it's
everyone's responsibility to learn the real facts.
Samara l. Jarosh
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Miners to Meet
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Editor:
The Ba~ich case vis a vis Ramirez's legal exploitation caused deep
consternation amongst those few who still believe in equality before the
law. It also caused quite a few to say that they are ashamed to be
"Americans." Personally, I feel that it doesn't take a highly critical
and/or intellectual legalistic analysis to realize the willful, purposeful,
and wanton juxtaposition of legal issues for the sake of providing onesided justice (the case was a farce, i.e., a whitewash!).
Moreover, those lew of us realistically concerned with American
jurispruaence and its role with "barrio justice" tend to wonder what
would have occured had the Ramirez incident read in all newspaper
articles, "Ramirez Kills a Police Officer with a Swinging Flashlight?"
Would Ramirez have been as easily exonerated by the mere utilization
of such a flimsy defense as "it was just a freaky accident?"
. In sum, the en~ire Ramire~ situation clearly and irrefutably portrays a
Simple case of mmdless soc1al and legal justice (a euph'unism for social
and legal racism) I
Juan Jose Nunez Martinez
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Serious Complaint
Editor:
I am angered by your Tuesday, Feb. 28 editorial demanding that the
mine workers ratify the proposed contract.
.
Three months ago when the strike began, it was thought that the
coal miners didn't have much of a chance. Coal and power companies
had stockpiled thousands of tons of coal and were ready and willing to
simply starve the miners out. It is only because of the abnormally cold
winter that the miners have the chance to obtain a decent contract.
Coal mining is the most dangerous job by far in the United States. It
is grindingly hard work under filthy, almost Dickensian conditions. If a
coal miner makes it to retirement age with life and limbs intact, there is
a very good chance he will have been disabled by silicosis or black lung,
a debilitating and horrible disease caused by breathing coal dust. The
coal companies have resisted all efforts to pressure them into spending
the money to make mines safer, healthier places to work. (The contract
would have miners pay part of their medical expenses, and would
prohibit local strikes to protest working conditions.)
The coal miners have serious and legitimate complaints about the
way they have been treated by the coal operators. Whether or not they
decide to ratify the new contract, it must be their decision and theirs
alone. They do not need or deserve to have brickbats thrown at them
by pompous, ensconced in ivory towers.
Steve Thompson
Albuquerque Boycott Committee

by· Garry Trudeau

Make it yours! Our new ribbed sport shirt is knit
of 100% combed cotton for coolness and comfort.
Available in natural color only, with black contrast
stitching and the Coors brand name and I ion design
flocked in red . .Just $6.95 each, plus 50¢ shipping
and handling per shirt..
Available in limited quantities, subject to prior sale.
Please makeyourcheck or money order payable to:
Coors Ptemium Offer.
,_

Mail to:
Coors Premiwn Offer
P.O.Box658
Golden, Colorado 8040 I

Void where prohibited by
law. Missouri residents,
please add 4'/z% sales tax.
No stamps, C.O.D. orders
or credit cards.

Name

Address

Cily

Stole

Zip

Adult sizes (specify quantity of each):
-

S(32-34)

-

M(36·38) Total numh•r
Tt>lol umtHinl
olshirl\ .. ____ __
<.'ndoscd: $_ _ _ __
·

_1:(40·42) XL(44·46)
This offer;, valid unlil May 31. 1978.
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Of Cpu pie's Bizarre Sea Deaths
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Foreign Students Feel at Home
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U.S. Takes Over Murder Case
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PAPEETE, Tahiti (UP!) Police Wednesday turned over to
U.S. officials the mystery of the
violent deaths of an. American
couple aboard their yacht and their
bizarre burial at sea in 175 pounds
of chains by their son.
French authorities, saying · the
mystery is "not all normal," said
U.S.
officials would take
jurisdiction in the case because the
victims were American and their
deaths occurred outside French
territorial waters.
Papeete police remained silent on
Thursday March 2
the results of their initial investigations into the sudden deaths
7:30 p.m. - The Welfare Mess: of Lawrence Edwards, 50, and his
Fred Harris of Political Science, wife, Joan, 44, of Kirkland, Wash.,
Ferenc Szasz of History, and. and the critical injuries of their
Richard Tomasson of Sociology daughter, Carrie, 20.
discuss the state of the welfare
The· mystery first came to light
system.
Sunday when the Edwards' 54-foot
9 p.m. -- The Light That Jazz yacht Spellbound was spotted
Lit: Covers the jazz spectrum.
sailing erratically near the South
KUNM News at 9 a.m. & 5 p.m.
Pacific Pearl Island of Rangiora,
UPI News at 1, 6, 8, 11 a.m., I 180 miles northeast of Tahiti.
and 9 p.m.
The yacht carried three survivors
Sports at 3 p.m.
to the bizarre events Gary
Edwards, 27, Lori Suzanne Oskam,
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his girlfriend from Washington,
and his sister Carrie, who was in
critical condition with head injuries
and suffering from shock. ·
According to young Edwards'
original statement, his father fell in
the cockpit of the yacht last Friday,
struck his head and died instantly.
"He had trouble keeping hs
balance," police said Edwards told
them.
·
Gary, a slend~r blond with a
small beard, told police that the
next day his mother, unable to
stand the sight of the decomposing
body on ship, especially since "he
was the second ;husband she lost
, accidentally," killed herself with a
single shot from. a revolver on
board.
The youth said he then wrapped
both bodies in 175 pounds of chains
on board and dr'opped them
overboard. Hoewever, he told
police he could not remember
exactly where he had buried the
.
bodies at sea.
Young Edwards also told police
that his sister also had trouble
"keeping her balance" and that her

Boycott Council Holds
Mine Workers Rally
The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee,
a
chartered
organization of ASUNM
hold a
rally and fund raiser for the United
Mine Workers and other labor
groups Friday, March 3, at 7:30
p.m. in Room 231-D of the SUB on
the UNM Campus.
Speakers reP.resenting various
labor groups will include Bruno
Redolfi, president of the Raton,

Your degree .can get you ahead
faster with us than with anybody else.
Here's why:

1 You are needed right now. Or as soon as you

get your degree. Our project teams are crying for
good professionals who can grab hold fast.

2 You'll get a chance to prove how good you
are. Everybody is evaluated regularly; there are
no missing persons at Tl. If you're good, you
move up fast. No matter how long the people
above you have been there.

·

3

You'll be involved in stafe-of-the.oart projects.
Design and development of computer hardware
and software, geophysical data collection and

processing systems, and world-wide installation
application and maintenance.

4

You'll work on a complete system. No threat
of getting locked into a repetitious specialty.
You'll work on a small project team. You'll
interface daily with other disciplines and other
phases of your overall program.

S

You'll work in a job-stable, multi-market
situation. We have a variety of products and
markets. We're not heavily dependent on any
one of them -and neither is your job.

Live in Houston. You'll like working and living in the largest city in the South. The nation's
fifth largest city offers all the attractions of a major cosmopolitan center. Here you can enjoy warm
weather year-round. Houston's the gateway to Galveston Island and the beaches of the Upper Gulf
Coast of Texas. The cost of living is well below the national urban average. And there is no state
income tax.

We're the Digital Systems Division of Texas Instruments.
We've got jobs right now in manufacturing and design for:
BS, MS in Electrical Engineering
BS, MS in Mechanical Engineering
BS in Industrial Engineering or Manufacturing Technology
BS, MS in Computer Science

Texas

~nstruments,

Houston, will be intervi~wing on campus.
March&& 9

If unable to arrange an interview at this time, send your resume in complete confidence to:
Staffing Manager/Texas lnstruments/P. 0. Box 1443, M.S. 605/Houston, Texas 77001.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS·
INCORPORAT£0

By DORIS MARTINEZ
and VALORIE VIGIL
There are more than 384 foreign
students from 63 countries attending UNM this semester.
Many of these students find the
International Center .a home away
from home, said Fernando
. Maresma, director of the center.
The foreign students said they are·
glad there is a place like the center.
It helps ·Students fill out cl(lss
schedules and offers coqnseling..
"The center," Maresma srud,
"sponsors lectures, art shows,
movies and dances.''
He said the cente·r is not only for
foreign students. ''It is open to any
student,
group
or
UNM
organization." .

head wounds came in a fall on . told police he had fractured it while
board ship. She was listed in serious
trying to use a winch .
condition with a fractured skull in
Young Edwards and .Miss
Hoskam
refused to talk to
Mamao Hospital in Papeete and
in vest igators still had not reporters.
"This situation is not all norquestioned her, police said.
mal," French Police Capt. Michel
Bereze, who had been in charge of
When Gary and his girl friend
the investigation, said. "These
were met by police at Papeete
people who fall all the time.
·
Airport, his wrist was taped and he

will

N.M. chapter of the United Mine
Workers union, a spokesperson for
the confectioners union striking
against
Jill's
Bakery
in
Albuquerque, a member of the
retail clerks union currentiy striking
the
Winn-Dixie
(Foodway)
supermarket chain and a member
of the Coors Brewery strikers of
Golden, Colo.
"We intend to focus on the
themes that these individual strikes
have in common, and emphasize all
th'e concurrent activity that is
taking place in the labor
movement," a Boycott committee
member said.

. ·Nukes

• •

.'

-

Fernando Maresma, director
UNM International Center

(Cont. from page 1)

The center, Maresma said, is a
good place for . American and
foreign students to sit and talk. The
American student can find out first
hand what another country is like.
Amir Manoutcheri, from Iran, is
the chairman of the center. He said,
"No where else in the world is there
such freedom as in America. I think
there are a lot of Americans who
take their freedoms for granted."
Manoutcheri is a medical student
working on his degree in
physiology. He said he came to the
United States in 1970. Since that
time, he said, he has been to every
state except Alaska.
"! have found the people of
Albuquerque to be the friendliest,"
Manoutcheri said.
The. center, Maresma said, is a
good place for homesick students to
talk to other students with the same
feelings.

plication. After considering all of
these, nuclear powc;r is the best
choice."
·
Montague said, "These two men
here
tonight
are
from
Westinghouse. They have over and
over again said that the nuclear
reactors they sell are clean, safe and
cheap. I say over and over again
those nuclear reactors are dirty,
dangerous and expensive.''
The
biggest
problem
Westinghouse has, Montague said,
is that Westinghouse has no place
to store the radio-active waste these
reactors produce.
''Westinghouse," Montague
said, "has produced more than 130
nuclear reactors without solving the
problem of what to do with the
waste.''
Watt, who is opposed to burying
the waste in Carlsbad said,
"Dumping the nuclear waste in the
salt deposits at Carlsbad is not

March 3, 4, 5, 1978
Sellers Wanted at the
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR
in the historic Rosenwald Bldg.
SE Corner Fourth & Central sw

The reaction between salt and the
nuclear waste, Watt said, will
become soluable. It will then
surface later, he continued, in table
salt and fertilizer.
During the debate, the team in
favor of nuclear power pointed
toward the opposing table and said
it was New Mexico's duty to society
to, let New Mexico become the
dumping ground for nuclear waste.
When the debte was opened to
the floor for discussion someone
said, "The people of New Mexico
are sick and tired of having to bear
the scars of being the birthplace of
the atomic bomb. We do not feel
that we should have to pay for this
sin by becoming the septic tank of
nuclear waste."
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lm1ia. Joana Petrssco-Church of Romania and Farhad Javaheripoui of Iran
·
·

States with her American husband.
Petrescu-Church is working on a
political science degree.
She said, "I had to wait three
years to get approval from my
government to marry an American,
and the conflicts I had got me
interested in politics."
Petrescu-Church said she did not
like to generalize about groups of
people but she did say, "Americans

stand out wherever they are. They English, he said.
are very open to meeting people but
"I also came to America because
they seem a little superficial. I think the universities in Venezuela are
its because of their fast pace of over-crowded. I chose UNM
lving."
because I'm married to an
Before coming to the United American
who
is
from
States, Gerardo Rim baut from Albuquerque."
Uruguay was doing television
"The best way to learn English,"
commercials in Venezuela. The two Rimbaut said, "is through watmain reasons be came to the ching television in the United
University was to improve his States."

BIOBOY'S
All Time Favorites
Now on Sale
2fors2.99
(with coupon~)

-----------------PAIIY I
BIG
MELT
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COMBOI

\
Le Treteau de Paris
presents Ionesco's
La Cantatrice Chauve
and
a French Cabaret act
Jacques Prevert's
songs.
Students 112 price

,.

..

rei~ in the International Center lounge.

Art, Baskets, Book·

dise or services.

ODAK ~

10% Discount

..

sellers, Boxes, Bulk Seii-Offs.
Brass, Charltijble Associations.
Computers, Crafts, Diet Foods.
Dolls, Electronic Synthesizers,
Ethnic Foods, Flowers, Fruits &
Vegetables, Furniture, Garage
Sales; Garden Supplies, Glass
Work, Hardware, Hats, Health
Foods, Hot Tubs. Imports, Jewelry, Key Maker, Kitchenware.
Leather Goods, Motorized Bicy.
ties, Musical Instruments, Neigh~
borhood AssociationS, Plants.
Posters, Pottery, Records, Re·
freshments, Rugs, Sandals, Sun·
glasses, Tapes, Tile, T-Shirls
Walking Slicks, Wrought Iron ..

,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I
~
INKOS;
FILm SALE

France will be in
Albuquerque

SALE DAYS:
Friday 12-8 pm
(Payday Downtown)
Saturday 9-5 • Sunday 9-5
Every Weekend
Everyone Welcome
H100% Corner Downtown•·
-J. McComb, Independent
National Consultant
Over 100 Stalls $7.001 StaiiiDay·
"A Good Place To SellA Good Place To Buy"
Sellers Wanted:
Anliques~

'

Use these coupons and prove that two can eat cheaper than one

F=========fi

tsafe~"

I
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Rajesh Turakhia, from India,
said, "The only thing I did for the
first 15 days I was here,
(Albuquerque) was wait for a letter
from home."
On the other hand, there are
some students who feel right at
home in America. Such is the· case
for Reiko Koya from Japan.
"I feel my country is very
Americanized. The United States is
exactly what I expected. The only
trouble I have is with English. It is
n<>t the formal English I learned in
japan."
Koya is in the secretarial program
in the College of Education. She
said, "When I get my degree in the
spring of 1979, I will return home
to find a job in my country."
Many of the foreign stuc!ents
come to UNM based on wha~ other
foreign students who have attended
the University have told them, said
Suzanne Hart, Assistant Director
of Admissions International
Students.
"UNM is a very selective
school," Hart said. "Any foreign
student wishing to enter must pass a
language skills test.''
The foreign students need a
better than average grade point
average, Hart said, because it
makes learning in general at UNM
easier.
Cornelio Rivera from Mexico has
been coming to New Mexico with
the University of Chihuahua folk
dance group since I 968 .
After getting his bachelor degree
from the University of Chihuahua,
he said he decided to get his masters
degree .in engineering and
management at UNM because, "1
knew 1he College of Engineering
was a good one."
Rivera said, "I feel very comfortable here (New Mexico) because
the people are very similar to the
people in Mexico."
When he graduates, Rivera said,
he will return to Chihuahua
hopefully to start his own construction firm.
Ioana Pertrescu-Church from
Romania will remain in the United

... The Place That Serves You Right!
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DQn Hill: CommetciQI Sentiment
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Longer Fuse
Dan Hill
20th Century Fox Records T547
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Lord, lord, it's a throw-back. I
thought all the ultra-sensitive,
excruciatingly vulnerable and
arrogantly self-righteous
singer/songwriters had either
grown up or burned out.
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By WENDY BISSELL
There are many ty,pes of passion,
ranging from the yiolent jntensity
of anger to the ardent display of
affection. Passion is emotion that
ignores thought or reason.

This emotion will be exP,lored in
UNM's . one-act plays Acts pf
Passion to be presented March 5-8
at 8 p.m. jn Experimental Theatre
downstairs in the Fine Arts Center.
What is unique about these
shows, aside from their small casts

and intimate staging, is that they
. have been produced almost entirely
by students from sophorno;e
theatre classes.

Sad Love's Showdown·

Except for direction which was
done by staff members, and
graduate students, the sophomore
sutdents were responsible for
designing and . building the sets,
designing and making the cpsturnes
and creating lighting designs.

Showdown
Gallagher and /,yle
A&M-SP4fi79
ffit. o.nd ffits. Smith o.s portrGyed by JGcques Legt~ o.nd ffilchellne Bono.

Three plays wi!J ·be given on
alternating nights land each set of
plays will include comic and
dramatic productions.

Sick Cl1d tired of sperxilg a
Unlv•raltJ Stor• rm
fatllle on tapes cn1 Jeca llS
2222 C•nttal S.E. en~ rm not go~ng to take it
255-2225
anymore!
mon.-Thura. 10-10
fll. Sat. 10-12
..Gettln Setter •
Sun.12-6
All The Time"

Uptown Stor•
4517 C•nttal H.E;
266-9887"
mon.-Sat. 10-8
Sun.12-6

Playing on March 5 and 7 are
Ludlow Fair by Lanford Wilson,
Birdbath by Leonard Melfi and
Hello Out There by William
Saroyan. On March 6 and 8 an
original play, Society of Common
Minds·by William Gibson will be
performed along with Indian Wants
the Bronx by Israel Horowitz and
Bedtime Story by Sean O'Casey.
Tickets which are $1.50 for the
general public and $1.00 for UNM
students and senior citizens, are
available at the Fine Arts Box
Office.

Our Fabulous SALE You've Been
Waiting For Starts

SAT~ MARCH 3, 9:00a.m~.
Rental Cross..(;ouitt:ry Skis
83700 to 850()0
.
Asne~ Touring Pkg.
(Skis, Boots and Poles)
Reg. 8 14245 Sale 8105°0
All New Skis, Boots & Poles
20%0FF
Down Park~s Reg. 861 50 to 898°0
Sale 846°0 to 873°0
Ski Touring Duds 25% OFF
Bargain Box 50P to 85°0
(You're going to be amazed at
what you'll find in here.)

This Friday Night
In The

lOWlY S!l!ltl

RQgtlme
mQstets

PIQyets on SoundttQck
Mr. Mean"
Ohio Players
Mercury SRM-1-3707
By JANE QUESNEL
In this soundtrack for the film Mr. Mean, starring Fred Williamson, the
Ohio Players prove themselves once more to be a tight, cohesive ensemble
with a now sound .
The album holds together well, with a couple of vocal tracks interspersed
with the straight instrumentals. Despite the genre of music, and its obvious
programmatic nature, only one cut, "The big Score," bogs down temporarily and the recovery is quick.
Some really fine effects are created by percussion and keyboards, though
it's not clear whether they are "film-inspired" or the beginning of more
far-reaching sound expansions by the group.
Making for good listening, as well as being an action-packed Jihn track,
the disc wraps up with a nice little jazz number, "Speak Easy."
·
Recommended cuts include : "Fight me, Chase Me," "Good Luck
Charm," and "Speak Easy."

Compiled By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Patent Pending: Featured in last
week's bandstand, this excellent
new group has moved over to the
Friar's East on Wyoming just
north of the freeway. Ivy, Robin
and the guys put out a variety of
sounds with the emphasis on
vocals.
Seven-Plus: Formerly Kimerah,
Seven-Plus will bring its funk to
the Subway ·Station in the
basement of the SUB this Friday
night.
Buzzard Boogie Band: This
progressive country band will
settle in at the Extra Point Longue
on Central near Wyoming
beginning this Friday. night.
Soundstage: Dancing to the
popular tunes at the Friar's Pub
on Lomas between San Pedro and
Louisiana through the weekend.
Made in the Shade: Donna, Sid,
Scott and Scott continue to
produce some of the best qancing
music in town at the Turn of the
Century Club in Winrock Mall
beginning at I 0 p.m.
Gold Rush: ·Tommy and Torn
Parrott work on their continual
rush at the Apollo Longue on San
Mateo just south of Lomas
through the weekend.

Danee To The Funky Diseo
SoundOf
·

(ij).,,.

(Fonnerly Kimerah)

HtU IPD i ! I:Jt t.ll.

I"

. $1.00 eaeh

Publie 52.00

-

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA

Uy I'ETER lUCKER

Benny Gallagher and Graham
Lyle h~ve completed another finely
polished album of easy mellow
rock. If depressing love songs are
your bag then this album is lusting
for your attention.
Side one opens up with a tune
titled "Showdown" \llhich deals
with the heart break of ;plitting up.
Billy
Livesay
accompanies
Gallagher and Lyle with a flute on
"Showdown" . which harmonizes
very well with the voices of
Gallagher and Lyle. "In Your
Eyes" is a soft easy listening tune
about the lips that deny. On the
third cut "You're the One" severe
loneliness sets in as the composer
can't seem to fall asleep at night.
More of the same depressing love
songs is the mark of a possible rut
starting to form as side two opens
with "Heartbreaker" a nice soft up
tempo love song. "Backstage" is
the first of the anti-depressing love

In 1950 Eugene Ionesco's new play La Cant atrice Chauve ["The Bald
Soprano;1 opened at the Theatre aux Noctarnbules in Paris, under the
direction of Nicolas Bataille. It was a flop.
Bataille had faith in Ionesco's play. In 1952, he moved his production to
the left bank Theatre de Ia H uchette, where The Bald Soprano has played
ever since making it the longest running production in the history of
French theater. Now is is a revered classic.
On Friday, March 3, at 8:15p.m., Nicolas Bataille will direct The Bald
Spoprano on stage at Popejoy Hall in the Fine Arts Center at UNM. The
performers are all veterans of Bataille's La Huch~tte trou~e, cur~e~tly
touring the United States under the sponsorship pf L Assoctat10n
Francaise d' Action Artistique.
Riding on his sense of humor, lonesco invented "the theater of the
absurd" when he wrote The Bald Soparano. It is still the model of
modern comedy. Outrageous situations are accepted as normal. The clock
strikes 17 ... no problem! Of course it's nine o'clock, perfectly logical. The
maid announces thai she is, in fact, Sh~I'iock Holmes. Mr. and Mrs.
Martin arrive for dinner, sit down to chat with each ?!her, and .after a
series of deductions, realize that they are husband and wtfe, they thmk.
Ionesco modeled the conversations in The Bald Soprano on the very
simple language of an English-French tourist phrasebook.- It is very accessible for English-speaking audiences. Bataille's company will summarize the play in English before it begins. While most Albuquerqueans Funk Beyond the Call of Duty
don't speak French, language will not be an important barrier to the Johnny Guitar Watson
DJM Records DJLPA-714
.
.
.
enjoyment of this classic play.
By JANE QUESNEL
In addition to The Bald Soparano. Batatlle wtll present a senes of songs
The
title of one tune says it all:
and sketches by the late French poet Jacques Prcvert, performed in the
"It's
a
Damn Shame." With two
cabaret style.
albums
behind him, Johnny
Tickets for the performance are $6, $5 and $4 at the Popejoy Hall Box
Office and all Ticketmaster locations. Student and faculty tickets are half Guitar Watson has the potential to
turn out a better disc than this.
price.
The opening cut, "Funk Beyond
the Call of Duty," at one point
attempts to inject the music with a
military
flavor,
including
traditional parade drum patterns
and a children's ch'~rus chanting
the title in marm time. The
problem is that Watson sounds
more like he's suffering from a
severe stomach ache than receiving
a medal for valor. The remainder
of this side goes from bad to
worse.
By the time you've reached the
final bands of the album, the pace
has picked up. It's unfortunate
that the hit of the disc, "Love
That Will Not Die," and a sound
numnber like "Barn Door" are
buried at the end of the album.
Though instrumentals are fine
throughout and ideas are good,
most just don't take off. Granted
it's a good policy to save the best
for last, but without a strong
NlcoiGs Bo.to.llle (ffir. ffio.rtln), ffilchellne Bono. (ffirs. Smith), Jo.cqu•s opener, Johnny, no one will ever
l•gr• (mr. Smith) o.nd Anne AlexGndt• (ffits. ffio.rtln).
reach the end.

DQmn ShQme

·dQtes

In The Student Union
Building Basement

Admission Priees
Students $1..00 eaeh
~= (With I.D •• Plus One Guest)
1

lonesco In French

Ohio Players looking meO.n.

"Masters of the Ragtime Guitar"
Lasse Johansson, Duck Baker,
Tim Nicolai, Ton Van Bergeyk
_Kicking Mule, KM 146
By JANE QUESNEL
With the ragtime craze waning, it
seems impossible that any album
in this genre could be released and
still attract an audience with
something fresh and new. Yet this·
latest release by four musical
wizards has proven that the field
of ragtime is still not exhausted.
So, move over, ragtime pianists
- and make way for guitarists
Lasse Johansson, Duck Baker,
Tim Nicolai, and Ton Van
Bergeyk. One of the most difficult
and complex techniques for any
guitarist is mastering the art of
playing ragtime and, more importantly, playing it well. Yet
these four masters (occasionally
five, when Johansson is joined in
some extra-ordinarily fine duets by
Claes Palmqvist) artfully stir up
nostalgic echoes of the past with
an authentic, yet delightfully
different, sound.
Each Jllan employs the technique
best suited to his own style of
playing to achieve an individual
sound, working with both standard steel string guitars and the
nylon strung flamenco guitars.
Recommended cuts include
"Solace - A Mexican Serenade,"
"Echoes From the Snowball
Club," and "Creole Bells."

Apparently not. Dan Hill has done
remarkably well, putting his
dearest feelings right smack in the
Top-40 so we can contemplate the
dilemmas and conflicts of interpersonal
relationships
as
"Sometimes""When We Touch"
eases our drive to the Circle K.
On one level,· Longer Fuse is a
clearly-produced album. It

Professor Harry and the Faculty:
Where else in town can you get
that jazz jam session than at the
Mirror Lounge on Marquette one
half block west of Broadway.
Catch this interesting array of
excellent musicians in one of
Albuquerque's most comfortable
clubs. This place is homey.
Redwood: Turquoise daquiris?
Scream for the free drinks to the
country sounds of Redwood
through the weekend at the
Chelsea Street Pub in Coronado
Center.
Uncle Bert: This relative dancing
band will keep the steak eaters slim
at the Establishment in the
Montgomery Mall on north San
Mateo through the weekend.
Cosmic Charlie: A jazz-rock fusion
will keep the dancers moving to
the cosmic sounds at Alfalfa's on
Lomas between Washington and
San Mateo all week long.
Macho Power U.S.A.: Latin
sounds through the week at the
Latin Quarter.
Flip Side: They'll give you the turnover, joining Macho Power at the
Latin Quarter on Friday and
Saturday.
Showdown: The time has come to
meet (face to face) Showdown.
Rock and roll through the
weekend at the Hog's Breath
Saloon on North San Mateo.
The Dilly Spears Band: Excellent
country sounds with the Ramblers'
old J. B. Brown at the
Headquarters on Central through
the weekend.
H. Hopper: Catch the hard sounds
of H. Hopper at the Old Uncle
Nasty's (now called Ty's) on
Central just east of Washington.
Planets: Dancing, dancing, dancing
to the good ole Planets at ole
Ned's Portal Longue on Central
through the week.
Downtown Sound: Just like
downtown with the hep cat
Downtown Sound downtown at
the Fogg's Lounge in the
Albuquerque Inn through the
weekend (thank you, ban).

songs, but it deals with the
'omewhat depressing life of the
stage performer. The album comes
l o a close with two selections; a
song about a throwaw;:Jy heart and
another love song about a woman
who wants to leave the composer
just as this album ends and so could
their career.

sustains an even tone throughout,
and Hill's voice is perfectly ap..
propriate to his material. The
background is competent, stark
when the emphasis should be on
the words, yet full of embellishment for his more dramatic
moments a commendable
performance.
However, there is something
about these songs thatl just don't
trust. There is something about
them that seems almost cynical. !
get the feeling that Hill is fully
aware of just how marketable his
deep inner feelings are. Maybe I'm
suffering from spring >emester
burn-out, but I find Hill's visions
and introspections rather difficult
to swallow, It all sounds too easy
and all too painless. Somehow I
prefer Neil Young's screams of
terror.

You can tell a man
PY the company
he keeps.
Marines are a special breed-mature, combat fit, alert,
. ·confident, proud. To lead them is a special responsibility, requiring a unique kind of man-a Marine officer.
To lead them. he must know them. Command their respect. confidence. loyalty.
Marines and Marine leaders. Put them together, they're the finest fighting team
anywhere. lf you're interested in leading
the finest and enjoying the rewarding
career of a Marine officer
Call us at 766-2816, or talk with the Marine
Office Selection Team at the SUB On
March 2.

HOW TO
GETA
S25Q
RECEIVER
FOR sgs
BUY 2 SPEAKERS
Advent, !lose, JBL, KEF, Yo.mGhG,etc.
•

and

BUY A TURNTABLE

Ty's

Breakfast Lunch & Boogie

The New Kid In Town

••
••

4418 Central SE

Breakfast 7am On
Fine Lunches
Daily Specials
Selected Wine List

=="=·=H=o=p=p=e=r=='=~'

":::::=B=o=og=i=e=T=o=:
I

JVC, Yo.mGha, Ho.rmon-Kardon
with o. quGIIty ADC 01 Shute cGrtrldge

AND GET
A MIIDA No. 3125 STEREO RECEIVER
22 w/ch o.t 8 ohms w/both ch driven 20-20K with .5 THD

VQiue S250 fot J95
. OR GET
A MIIDA No. 3140
STEREO RECEIVER
43 w/ch CIA 8 ohms wlbolh
ch dnven • 4THO

VQiue S350
fot S135
3011 Monte Vista NE •
Just east ol Cen1ral & G1rard, ooar UNM

255-1694
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Skiers
Tops

On the Road
By ED JOHNSON

LOBO Sports Writer

Can Clinch Crown at Home

By PETER MADRID

WAC Title

UNM drop a key game bounce
back two nights later to out hustle
Brigham Young.
Commenting on the Utah-BYU
road trip, Ellenberger said, "I was
sorry to see our 14-game streak
come to an end. It's easy to get

LOBO Sports Editor

After three WAC road games, UNM downs. a young
BYU squad at home 95-82

Okies
daily 11-3

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

IN THE
GREAT
BUY'N'BUY...

Imagine the New Mexico
basketball team stuffed in a
cannon and aimed at a target.
Imagine that target to be the
. Wei;tern Athletic Conference
basketball crown for 1978.
Now imagine coach Norm
Ellenberger ligh,l!ing the fuse and
sending his team right at the
target.
Tonight at 7:35 in the University
Arena, the New Mexico Lobos can
be one shot away from the WAC
hoop title by downing the
Colorado State Rams.
The Lobos can then exploqe on
the target Saturday afternoon at
2:30 when UNM hosts the
Wyoming Cowboys in the last
regular season WAC: game for
both squads.
The last year UNM won the
WAC, 1974, the 'Pack needed a
win over the Rams in Fort Collins
to almost assure themselves of the
WAC title.
In 1974, it took a last second
jump shot by senior guard Pat
King, now a Lobo coach, to win
the game for Elienberger.
Tonight, the Rams, the Lobos,
King and Ellenberger again unite
but this time the game is in
Albuqeruque and the big Lobo
guns, Marvin Johnson, Michael
Cooper, Phil Abney and the rest
of the Lobos will be on hand as
well.
Earlier in the season, UNM

Life along the wild and deadly road of the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) has been good to the Lobo basketball team.
The Lobos survived the seven away-from-the-Pit WAC games, as
only Utah's Utes could scalp UNM along the way.
Utah also has fell victim on the road, losing by 24 in the Pit to the
Lobos and getting whipped in Ft. Collins by Colorado State.
Lobo forward Marvin Johnson has been especially good with his
bags packed. Johnson poured in 29 points as a guest at Utah, 25 while
visiting Brigham Young and 23 when hosted by Arizona State. ·
The Lobos have proved to be 'popular even while away from the
friendly Pit.
Record crowds at Texas-El Paso, Colorado State, Arizona and
Brigham Young have packed themselves ·into their arenas to see the
nationaily known Lobos.
In the Brigham Young Marriot Center 22,998 persons came to see
what many of them ahd hoped to be an upset but the Lobos refused IG
comply.
The Lobos have hit the road ten times total this year, have come
away w,ith eight wins and have played before s_ix record-breaking
crowds.
Besides the four WAC road records, UNM has helped draw attendance-setting masses at Nevada-Las Vegas and down-state rival
New Mexico State.
New Mexico became the first WAC team since 1971 to come out of
Arizona with two wins. Utah \)eat Arizona and Arizona State in '71
and Brigham Young accomplished it in 1967. The Lobos averaged a
12-point win while on the road in the WAC.

~~coop''
IV!ichael Cooper, UNM's senior
co-captain was selected to the
United States Sportswriters'
Association First Team AllAmerica, it was announced
Wednesday,
Cooper, a member of last year's
All-Western Athletic Conference
first team, is averaging 16.4 points
a game and averaging 5.8
rebounds a game.
Cooper and teammate Marvin
Johnson, the Lobo's other senior
co-captain, were named to the
District"? first team also.

The New Mexico ski team, for
the seventh time in eight years,
captured the Central Intercollegiate Ski League title behind
strong showings by coach George
Brooks' young men's and
women's team.
The men's team, which came In
first with 382 points to the
University of Colorado's 308, will
be sending Steve Yahn to the
men's nationals hosted this year by
Dartmouth.
The women's team, which came
in /irs! with 485.5 points to
Western States Colleges' 330, will
be hosting the women's nationals
next week at Red River and Angel
Fire ski areas in New Mexico.
In the women's final standings in
the slalom event, UNM captured
the top four spots with skiers
Carol Thomas, Cindy Stone,
Stepanie Lemay and Margie Alley.
In the men's slalom, UNM
captured the number three, four
nine, II and 13 spots.

The
Union

(sub)
Theatre

Presents:

Lobo Photo by Ron

RiVBI'll

Hotlzons
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Do You Need
Cash?

Leuty Gotthlem

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasina

The L_obos contin.ue winning by dumping Utah 773-89 in
a regronally televrsed game.

,

JUAREZ is the perfect "angel"

Thursday
at

for entertaining friends. It just
tiptoes through the cocktails ...
mixes so quietly you scarcely
know it's there.

8:00

Donor Center
New Mexico ties the WAC l'fJCOrd for most consecutive league games won, nine, by clubbinaASU 103-92.

A heavenly bargain too! And
your local liquor merchant will assure
you that ... you E!!.!!. take it with you.

8amto5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

lTEDUILA

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

GOLO OR SILVER
IM'ORTEO Eo BOTILEO BY
TEOUILAJAUSCOSA
Sf. LOUIS, M'J., 00 PAOO~

~ ~

..

-

The UNM golf team tested its
young wings when they Oew to
Kauai, Hawaii, last week-end to
play in the John Burns Intercollegiate Golf Classic.
T~e men linkers played a 7200yard course the Wailua Golf
~.

course and managed to place fifth
out of fifteen collegiate golf teams
competing. Nihon University
(Japanese team) was the winner
wit!1 an. overall score of 1116, the
Untverslly of New Mexico had Rn
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New Mexico Gun Collectors Assoc.
*

~
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~
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GUNSHOW

*

~

Sat. &Sun.- March4&5
~
~
Albuquerque Convention Center
~
~BUY
SELL
TRADE
BROWSE~
~ Adults $1.50
.
DOOR PRIZES

~

11:

Children under 12 FREE
50c Discount On Adm. With This Ad

*
~
*

***********************************1

at 7:00 and 9:15
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l.o'bot.S have a tough time breaking

Golf Team Places Fifth

Dryer's
Vampyt
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Friday:
Carl

the WAC mark for consecutive conference wins by
edging UTEP 59-51.

••• WAC Title

overall score for the fhree day
tournment of 1147.
Brigham Young's Bob Clampett
won the individual medal with a
composite score of 216. Clampett

lcont hom 1"'11" 101

addicted to winning. Utah really
put us through cold turkey by
shooting 62 percent from the field.
"They were calling it the greatest
game ever up in Salt Lake,"
Ellenberger continued, "but it
would have been a lot greater if we
had scored more points. But the
way we came back and won that
one at BYU shows what kind of
character this team has."
Tonight's game will boast the
WAC's two top scorers in conference games, number one Barry
Young of the Rams and number
two "automatic" Johnson of the
Lobos.
Ellenberger said, "we need to
beat Colorado State first and then
we have to go after Wyoming.

had rounds of74, 69, and 73. High
finisher for the Lobos was AllAmerican and Captain Milch
Mooney with an eighth olact~
finish ~t 226, followed by· Jeff
McMillen with 228, Mark Pelletier
231, Chris Nordling UNM 232
Ron Stelton 233, and fresh.ma~
John Fields 236.
"This was a poor showing for us,
but the troubles we had in our
short game, chipping, and putting
we'll have to work on," said Lobo
coach Dwaine Knight.

I
I

Both these teams are going to be
ready for us and CSU i~ looking
for an NIT bid. We were looking
for an NIT bid last year when we
went up to CSU and Wyoming and
we came back with two losses."
The Rams enter tonight's game
sporting a 7-5 WAC mark and 178 overall record. Wyoming will
travel to El Paso tonight to tangle
with the Miners of Don Haskins.
The Cowboys stand at 3-9 in
league play and 12-13 overall.
"It's nice to be back home to
play these last tWo, "Ellenberger
saic\, "but a loss here will cost just
as much as anywhere else."
Should the Lobos sweep this
home finale, they will meet an atlarge team in Tempe. Ariz.

Everything from a
Mobylobo to a
Double Jumbo. A.
sandwich to match
every appetite.
LQok for ou:r·
daily Specials.
P:tQorunt® oon~ana.~ J.F.mst.

Lower Level

Authentic
New Mexican
Cuisine.
Try the combination
plate or our
Daily Special
'lrlln(l; CC.m§a Rlel!. ~®ll
l\I u.esHl n·llD.. CC<m.Bl<m 9 §k! CCa11r;:;m.J.o
Upper Level

--

..
..

~.

7
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00
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Classified Advertising Is located In
tdarr.on.Hall, Rm. 105. Open 8:30a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
RateS are: to run an ad 4 days or las~
-CQStS 1!;jC worcfperd!ly; an adplacec:J
s· days or more consecutively cost~9c

a

:a w.ordper day.

·
tiiOON·IS the deadline to place~~~ ad

. In next day

-

·

8.

FORSALE

!n's
LOBO Start' Writer
The opening rally or the New Mexico Woman's Forum was marred
Thursday afternoon by menancing weather, overcast skys and a shouting
evangalist.
The political rally, on the upper mall, drew an estimated crowd of 150,
while the evangelist, preaching atop a bench on the lower mall attracted
about 200 per~ons.
The crowd at the women's political rally was largest during the noonhour remarks in which Millie Arviso delivered a tribute to the late ASUNM
Senator Elva Rose Benson. As the afternoon drew on the chilling winds
forced more and more spectators away from the mall.

MISCELLANEOUS

TDDAY'S CRDSSWDBD PUZZLE

N

1. PERSONALS

'

5.

SERW..S C£PT.

TRAVEL

3-BDRM HOUse; walHo-wall carpet, immat:ulate
monthly, -.pen••• paid, sight seei•i!· Fre< Incondition, close to UNM, _slove & refrigerator,
formaliqn, Write: ~HP Co.. Bo" 4490, Dept, NB, - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - $320.00, Call268-16J7.
03/07
Berkeley, C;1, 94704.
03/10
' CULTURAL AND STUDY ToOJr of Sp~in, all im1-BDRM APT. $90/rnonth, 243-1810."
03/08
PART~TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
pmtanl points, $1400. Air trip Alb./Madrid, room·nvo WOMEN SEEK third to shi.re hou!ie near Arternoons .and evenings. Must be able. to work 20
days: two meals/day, Guide, tours, bus, Conlact
Friday
and
Saturday
nighls.
Mus!
be
21
yrs,
old.
DCMC. Cali266-0310,
Q3/08
Dr.
Endnia:'i, U. or Albuq., 831-1111, Ext.281. 03/04
Apply in person, no phone. call& please. Save-Way
ROOMMATE, BEAUTIFUl. HOUSE in Corra!c~-·
INTERNATIONAL
CHARTER
Ft.:iGHTS
~t 5704. Lorna~ NE, 55.16 Menaul NE .•
l.iq,uor
Stores
non-.~mokcr. prefer graduate student, l~te twcndes.
OJ/10 available! Eurailpas:;cs, travel information' at lTC
$150,898-7198.
OJ/OS ·
25S-68309.lm-6pm.
03/17
COUPLE;S SUMMER WORK, Ollllup KOA
WHAT IS A COLLEGE·INN? Recreation rooms.
f(ampground. Housing plu~ iialary. 863-5021. 0.3/14 SPECIAL ALBUQUERQUE-JUAREZ bus trip,
SIUdy lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
SELF-MOTIVATED PEOPlE to sell di•play ad- Departs March II. $30.00 round lrip, $20.00 one
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-28,81.
03/02
way. Call lTC 255-6830.
OJ/ 17
vcrti~illg for N,M_. Daily LOBO. MU!it have car,
WALK TO UNM~ Two room.;;, t:ooking. facilities,
Come
by
Marron
Hall,
Room
133.
tfn
03/06
bath. Woman preferred. $110. 265-3927,
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS WANTED. Good
wages, medium tips, nighls and weekend.l, See Frank
at Roy's Place, 5914 Central, 266-7807. Must be 21,
CHEAP WATERBEDSI WATER trips $89.95 buys
03/13
you I) durk walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
LET W.E.A.!. PAY your way through school.
WATERBED: HEATER, LINER, headboard with
roam comfort pad, 4) any .o;l.£e mnnnm with 3-yeir
Interviewing li:OO am Friday March 3, Ro:;~m ·2116
shelves. frame Is large and sturey on five legs. 255, guaranlcc; $89.95.3407 Central NE, 255·2289, 04/04
M,e.<;a
Vista.
03/03
35llleOJve message. Best offer.
03/02
1976 FIAT 131, S-spced, low mileage, excellent
L"'Ondition, many extras. can Barry 877-7881. 03/09
COLOR TV FOR LOBO games. IS". Use<!. $130.
Caii242-388S.
03/02
PIMENTAL GRAND CONCERT. Made 1972,
ACROSS
ers
.
excellenl conditio[~, $600. Call266-8142.
03/13
UNITED FeBture Syndicate
48Coin
1 Man's name
BICYCL.ES: NEW SHIPMENT or ISO Bertin
49 Make conWednesday's Puzzle Solved:
bicycles, Prc--sea'ion sate prices, $189 and up, R.C.
6 Pacific Fur
fused
, Hallett's. 843·9378.
. tfn
Co. VIP
50 Blackthorn
71 DATSUN PU. New engine $1150. 72 Crickei, 32
11 Punta-·52 Oil country
MPG $500. 64 Ford PU, $300. 281.-515'7, evenings,
Este
56"--Joey"
292-1805 this weekend.
'
03/03
14 Maple leal
57
Interchange
SUPER GARAGE S~LE: wau:·rbed, carpeting,
Gardens
60 Compass pt,
rurnilure, appliances, clothing. houseware-s, draning
1 5 Man's name
61 Murder:
equipment, toys, books. 8219 Pickard Avenue NE~
16 Int'l De vel.
Slang
Sal, and Sun. (March 4-.5).
03/03
Ass.
62.Hindu
YAMAHA SPINET PIANO, still warrantecd,
17 Startled
queen
walnut finish, like new. 344-0720.
03/08
greatly
63 Melancholy
PRAKTICA lLC 35SLR pentacon/EE 5011.8 185~
19 Zip
64 Fender
WA lens, tcle/mic adapter, filters. Call 266-8117
20 Harassed
eves.
03/08
blemishes
21 Preposition
65 Predecessor
1969 INTERNATIONAL TRUCK. Excellent con22 Jane Eyre's
dition. Call Will. evenings 298·1480.
03/03
BERTIN-FRENCH BICYCLE tight-weight, new.
pupil
DOWN
SISO.OO. Call242-3788 after 5:00 prn.
03/03
24 No one
1 Arthur
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Sansui Receiver, 426 Put the puck
"Bugs"--··
in the net
way speakers, cassette reCorder, li:lrrilable. New
27 Threw the
2 Flat plinth
23 John--·
39 Not prosy
faclory warran1ies. Take over small monthly
football
3 Portland
payments. 268-4393.
03/08
25 Above:
41 Measured
college
RED KIRBY VAC:UUM CLEANER with atPoetic
out
30 Glides on
4 Makes antachmenls. New factory warranty. Commercial
Ice
26
Money-sav42
Ollens!l
motor, $5 monthly or S69 cash. No interest. 266ing
do
44
A collo1d
32
Inquirer
5
5871.
03/08
27
Hand
sur·
45
Prophet
33
Graduated
abbr.
OVER S15.000 DOLLARS in used sewing machines.
plates
lace
46
Garments
Singer, Etna, Viking, Nect:hi, Pbaff, ju.st to name a
34 Sort of:
6 Ally with B
28 Great land 47 Turkish city
few. Ridiculously low prices rrom _$15. All guaranSuffix
group: Var.
48 Contends
lecd. 268-4394.
03/08
7 Malleable
mass

CONTACTS?l? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
.Casey Optical Company.. 2SS·8736
trn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT conlraception, slcrilization~ abortion. Rightlo Choose,•
294-0171.
04/28
A~BUQUERQUE JOURNAL 10<. American
dgareUcs 48c, imported cigarettes from 20 nalionscustom blended pipe tobacco's-cigars and Honcyrose
herbal cigarenes. Wailt There's more-Pipe &
Tobacco Rd~ has jewelry boxes--rainbows,
paraphernaJia-cel~tial so:asonings teas and lay-away
plan. Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE, Y..
block UNM. M-F 8:30.6, Sat. 10-5.
03/03
DELIVER LUNCH, Cararro9 s Pizza will deliver
sandwiches, pizza, salads to your desk allunch time.
Call268·2300.
03/09
DORMS, IF YOU'RE HUNGRY at night give
Cararro's Pizza a call for delivery of its famous pizza,
sandwiches, and salads. 268-2300.
03/09
.. MOUNTAIN, PART 2". "CLOSI] ENCOUNTERS", "SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER",
"COMA"- discount movie tickets available soon.
03/03
Watch for details.
Rrrrringl .. LOBO .... No. Woodward and Bernstein
aren't in, can I take a message?" Call the LOBO
ncw~tip hot line. 277-5656.
03/03
MEETING THURSDAY MARCH 2, 1978. 7:00pm,
of the UNM SMS of NMHEA. All Home Ec. majors
and minors welcome. Simpson Room, HEC Bldg.
OJ/02
GUITAR LESSONS .. Introductory lesson free. Yolk,
da.o;sical or rock. Experienced teacher. Private
le5.~ons. Call Marc at L &. M Music Studio. 247·8158.
tfn
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LINDA. llo-. you. Chuck.
03/07
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDY in South America,
UNM's And~n Center, informalion 229 Ortega
Hall, 277-2636.
03/08
INSTEAD OF THE mindless sex and violence ofTV,
come ab~rb lasteful id display in '"Acts of Passion",
6 one-acts March 5-8, 8 pm in UNM's EXI'IC'rimental
Theatre. Tickets only Sl •.SO a1 the Fine Ans Box
omcc.
03/08
IF YOlJ'VE HAD any problems with library fines
call us. The LOBO news tip hotline 217-5656. 03/07
BEST BOOK BUYS. Charnisa Bookshop, 3611
SimmsSE. 266-1229.
03/02
GONNA BOOGIE TONlTE? Ned's has The Planets
03/02
for dancing unti12 am~
PERRY'S PIZZA (across from UNM). WE Deliver.
Cai1843-97SO. Try our fresh salad and slice specials.
03/08

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. O{lega 233.
277-5907.
ss
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuke
doll on black cord. Lost 2116n8. Call Francine, 27726ll or in Santa Fe, 983-7737.
03/03
LOST SATURDAY NITE at Cale Concert at Golden
Inn, brownish rust dachshund cross. CALL 266-2543.
Reward. Answers to Shacker.
03/07

FOUND NEAR TACO Villa~ Labrador puppy.
female. 883-1465 after 5:00pm.
03/07

3.

SERVICES

lSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM842-S200.
trn
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4567.
03/J I
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, zeneral, legal, medical,
scholastir.. Charts& rabies. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selecrric) and
now 3-minute Passport Pho1os. No appointmenl~
268·8SIS.
tfn
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
•
03/06
GUITAR LESSONS OFFERED by gui1ar major.
Designed to your interest, Sr. Ojeda. 217-2324, 2436343.
OJ/08
VOLVO REPAlR. REASONABLE. G11aranteed.
AL,.o AKC registered remale cOllie pup, $75.00. Mike,
247-9083.
03/0l
PROFESSIONAl. TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Reasonable rates. Guaranlced accuracy. 298-7147.
.
03/02

NEED HELP WITH PAPERS? lyping, editing,
revision, research. 281-3001.
03/03
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS. MEN'S
clothes. Reasonable. 262.0868.
03/03
MATH 102, COMPUTER Science 150. Will tutor.
277-5793.
03/02
23RD STREET RUNS Into Heaven Books. Bookfinder. Fine edition for the coltec1or, or the arcane
hrr.rd-IQ-fifld, Henry Miller. Kenneth Pafc11cn, Wm.
Burroughs, Kerouac. De lades' ''Le:s liaisons
Dangereuses," Black Sun. 175. 843-6396 aflcr 12.
Mon-Sat.
03/07
AIKIDO LESSONS MARTIAL Art and Meditation.
Firsl les.~on free. Sandia Judo Clubs. Saturday 9:00
am.
03/08
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL garden. Start 1he easy way.
Rototilling by appointment. Call Tim 268-6510.03/08

4.

HOUSING

ONE BLOCK UNM, d.cluxc one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, S185. Varsily
House, 141 ColumbiaSE~
03/10
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE 3·bdrm house.
Around March Jst. Non-3moker! 268.0183 after S
pm.
03/03
WALK TO UNM. Clean t~bdrm, large yard. S-120,
utililies paid. Caii262-17SI, Valley Rentals, S30 rcc.
03/03
lARGE 3-BDRM HOUSE. Kids, pets welcome.
SZIO, no lease:. t:ap 262-1751, Valley Rentals, S3g ~e;j

3

GARAGE PLUS COZY 2-bdrm, securely fenced,
yard, kids. pets, $100 includes utilities. Call262-1751,
Valley Rentals, SJO fee.
03/03
ROOMMATE WANTED, FEMALE prcfcrre<l, J.
bdrm apt. in NE. SIOO including utililies plus: onethird dcpo.'i-it. Swim~lngpool, CIC'. Call883·8927.
03/13

~yeglasses

Join the

or Contact Lenses
One day service. quality and
. stvle at reasonable cost

PEACE CORPS

C~sey Qptical Co.

277-5907

Lomas at VVashington
255-63!111
<

:\nl (lm>r r" { U\i"fl RvwlllJru,:,,

Bruce King, a Democratic Party gubernatorial candidate, made a brief
campaign speech than answered a question from the crowd on nuclear
waste disposal.

I

~

'

Lenton Malry spoke on the lack of funds for minority women for child
care, while State Senator Gladys Hansen spoke briefly on the Sex Crimes
Prostitution Act.
\
Tom Rutherford closed the session, speaking out strongly for care,
counseling, and facilities for battered women.
By the time the rally closed, only a few supporters remained. Refusing to
be discouraged, however, most expressed high hopes for a large turnout at
Representative Tom Rutherford speaks to an audience attending the New Mexico Women's the workshops this Friday and Saturday.
Forum T'hursday. Other spea_kers included Bruce King, Tom Rutherford and Stephen Fox.

~~endar

10 YEAR GUARANTEE unclaimed lay-A-Away.
Color televi~fon. Brand new guarantre. No down
t~ayments. Small monthly payments till balance is
l>llid off. 2r.i>-5871.
OJ/03
NO DOWN PAYMENTS. One only. Tappan
Microwave, browning element, adjustable shelves.
For information 268-4394.
03/08

6.

EMPLOYMENT

37 Tells fibs
8 Hall B sextet
38 lt. poet
9 Single
39 Marco---1 0 Makes. a
40 Irate
41 M'
draft of
11 Amusements
Ingle
42 Detecting
1 2 Roman ollisystem
clal
43 Representatives 13 Crippled
45 Rest
18 Chet:Jse
46 West pointcoatmg

29 Scrammed
30 Chants
31 M. s. Smith
33 Sudden
movement
35 Flap
violently
36 Dance of
Israel
38lalrs

Many of the scheduled speakers did not make appearances. Among
those who did not address the rally were U.S. Sen. R-NM Pete Domenici,
Attorney General Toney Anaya and Dean Smith, a Democratic Party
gubernatorial candidate.
"If a woman can run a well-organized household," Gonzales, said,
"there is no reason why a woman can't successfully run a top administrative position." She also stated that any woman who became
successful in an elective office should avoid the spoils system at all costs,
Scott Scanland appeared briefly as a representative of Toney Anaya,
stating that Anaya is very pro-women, supports the Supreme Court·
decision on abortion and is for extending the ERA seven more years.
Carol Newcomb, Socialist Workers Party candidate for U.S. Senate,
was the most entusiastic speaker at the rally and drew the most reponse.
"There is no more important issue "than our right to control our own
bodies. No one has the right to force either motherhood or sterilization
upon us," Newcomb said.

50 Examine
closely
51 Register
53 So. Alricon
coin
54 To-·--: Ex·
aclly
55 Never:
Poetic
58 Sooner than
59 Cinnabar

New Mexico

DAILY

PART. TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Po.~'i-lble full-time for summer. Call: Phil franczyk,
C.l.U •• 883-5360.
03/14
.. OVERSI;AS JOBS-Summer/year·round. Europe, S.
Ameri1."a, Australia, Asia, etc. All Iields-;'SSOQ..$1200

.,

•
.

.

A series of workshops on
••

.. ··-·

women's issues will continue in
the New Mexico Union today
and Saturday.

Friday, March 3, 1978

r:n
HA YAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone
LOBO News Editor

COPIES
Overnight.
3 1/2cea
·4<. same day
No Miniq~um

.KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

New Mexico o·aily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
. times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
6. Employment; · 7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.
5. For Sale;

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayll

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $._ _ _ _ Placed by ------Telephone:_ _ _ _ __

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

-

"If your brother sins, call him to task, and if he repents, forgive him,"
Evangelist George (Jed) Smock told a group of approximately 200 listeners
on the lower mall Thursday.
"Who wrote that?" asked a hostile observer.
"Luke," said Smock.
"Luke, who?," shouted another. The responses ranged from "Luke
Warm" to "Luke Skywalker" to "Luke and ye shall find."
Smock preached to a crowd which ranged between 100 and 500 persons
while, on the upper mall, the New Mexico Women's rally drew approximately 5 persons.
Using the Bible as a focus for his arguments, Smock, who calls himself a
saint, spoke about everything from fprnication on campus to the
"wretched little lesbians," referring to the women's n:lly on the malL
Despite cries of hostility, Smock struck up an almost continuous dialogue
with the audience.
When asked what religious groups wi11 go to heaven, Smock said, "All
those who believe in Jesus will go to heaven. The Moslems will go to hell,
the Hindus will go to helL"
Amid shouts and derogatory remarks, one student queried, "Why don't
you like long hair?" Smock, who said he was a hippie eight years ago, told
the audience that long-haied people were sowing the devil's seed of drugs,
discontent and revolution.
''But Jesus had long hnir," one man said.
"Jesus was black, he had a 'fro," said another.
Seeking the truth, Smock was asked questions like "Will the California
Angels go to hell?" "How are the Lobes going to finish this year?" "Are
killer bees instruments of the devil?"
Despite the jeers and insults - Smock remarked that UNM was a
•'sunday school'' in comparison with the University of Michigan where he
preached earlier.
"Michigan?" shouted one onlooker. "I was there. I remember you, you
ain't changed."
One woman, who showed Smock a tatoo on her left hand, was ac<:.used
by the evangelist of being a "wanton woman" who had disfigured her
body and was an instrument of the devil.
"I have the right to reside with any man here, if I want to," she said.
Some of the men in the audience then began to shout, "You wish," and
"What's your phone number?"
Smock was successful in attracting attention, most of which was hostile.
His competition with the women's rally caused ASUNM Sen. Ann Dunphy
to call the police and ask them to remove Smock.
Meanwhile, Smock continued his so-called drivel, and said, "I've
ministered to a lot of homosexuals and I found that most of them were
seduced into this perversion by someone older than them. People in
California are being trained to become sexual deviants, to be perverts.
We're becoming another Sodom and Gomorrah."
Someone shouted "Have you ever played the Palace?"
Argumentation continued, and so did the Rev. Smock.

Evangelist George (St. Jud) Smack offered some competion
Forum Thursday, as' he preached to an audience on the lower mall.

